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Homework #4
Prompt 1
Voiced stops [b, d̪, ɡ] and voiced fricatives [β, ð, ɣ] are, respectively, in complementary
distribution; that is, [b] is in complementary distribution with [β], [d̪] with [ð] and [g] with [ɣ].
The same is true of the sounds that are realized by the phoneme /r/, which are the trill [r̄ ] and the
tap [ɾ]. 1
1) a. [ˈd̪wen̪d̪e] - duende → ‘elf’
b. [ˈɡer̄ a] - guerra → ‘war’
c. [ˈd̪uða] - duda → ‘doubt’
d. [ˈbomba] - bomba → ‘bomb’
e. [ˈɡaŋɡa] - ganga → ‘bargain’
f. [ˈbwel̪ t̪ o] - vuelto → change
g. [ˈkluβ] - club → ‘club’
h. [bon̪ˈd̪að] - bondad → ‘goodness’
i. [siɣˈsaɣ] / [θiɣˈθaɣ] - zigzag → zigzag
j. [biɾˈt̪ uð] - virtud → ‘virtue’

2) a. [pɾefeˈɾiɾ] - preferir → ‘to prefer’
b. [ˈr̄ aɾo] - raro → ‘odd’
c. [ˈr̄ iko] - rico → ‘rich’
d. [baˈr̄ eɾ] - barrer → ‘to sweep’
e. [ˈr̄ weða] - rueda → ‘wheel’2

1
2

Examples 1a-j and their translations are taken from the handout Voiced Stops and Fricatives
Examples 2a-e and their translations are taken from the handout Spanish Rhotics (Taps and Trills)

The above data sets exemplify one of the similarities between the distributions of the
voiced stops and fricatives and the rhotics. Both voiced stops and trills occur word initially; this
is exemplified in 1a-f, h, and j for the voiced stops and in 2b, c, and e for the trills. In addition,
the voiced fricatives and taps occur word finally, as shown in examples 1g, i and j for the voiced
fricatives and examples 2a and d for the taps. The following rules emerge from these
observations:

/b/ → [b]/ #__
→ [β]/ __#
/d/ → [d̪]/ #__
→ [ð]/ __#
/ɡ/ → [ɡ]/ #__
→ [ɣ]/ __#
/r/ → [r̄ ]/ #__
→ [ɾ]/ __#

This is in no way a complete set of rules for the voiced stops/fricatives and rhotics. The
following data set shows other environments in which the phonemes are realized as stops or
fricatives and taps or trills3.

3) a. [ˈoŋɡos] - hongos → ‘mushrooms’
b. [imˈbjeɾno] - invierno → ‘winter’
c. [ˈkɾuðo] - crudo → ‘raw’
d. [ˈlat̪ iɣo] - látigo → ‘whip’
e. [ˈmun̪d̪o] - mundo → ‘world’
f. [ˈsiɣlo] - siglo → ‘century’
g. [ˈaɾβol] - árbol → ‘tree’
h. [aðβeɾˈt̪ iɾ] - advertir → ‘to warn’
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Numbers 3 and 4, including translations were taken from the handouts Voiced Stops and Fricatives and Spanish
Rhotics (Taps and Trills), respectively

i. [ˈd̪esz ðe] - desde → ‘since’
j. [esz ˈβel̪ t̪ o] - esbelto → ‘slender’
k. [ˈkal̪ d̪o] - caldo → ‘broth’
l. [ˈkalβo] - calbo → ‘bald’
4) a. [ˈkɾwel] - cruel → ‘cruel’
b. [ˈmjeɾkoles] - miercoles → ‘Wednesday’
c. [onˈr̄ aðo] - honrado → ‘honest’
d. [ˈbeɾso] - verso → ‘verse’
e. [enˈr̄ ike] - Enrique → ‘Enrique’
f. [ˌalr̄ eðeˈðoɾ] - alrededor → ‘around’

In this data set, some distinct trends become evident, especially in the case of the voiced
stops and fricatives. In data set 3, when the voiced stop is not word initial, it is always preceded
by a nasal consonant (i.e [m], [n], and [ŋ]) or, in the case of /d/ → d̪, a lateral consonant (i.e. [l]).
This is shown in examples 3a, b e, and k as well as 1a, d, e, and h. Since there does not seem to
be any other cases in which a voiced stop occurs, it is safe to say, for this data set, the voiced
fricative occurs elsewhere. A similar observation can be made for the distribution of the tap and
trill. In number 4, the only cases where the trill occurs is after [n] and [l], with the tap occurring
elsewhere. This is show in examples 4 d, f, and g. While there are various situations where the
tap occurs, in number 4, it occurs after glides (i.e. [j and w]) and vowels,. This is shown in
numbers 4a, b, and d and 2b and d.4 The aforementioned rules are revised in order to encompass
these observations.
/b/ → [b]/ #__
→ [b]/ C[nasal] __
→ [β]/ elsewhere
/d/ → [d̪]/ #__
→ [d̪]/ C[nasal] __
→ [d̪]/ C[lateral] __
4

The tap occurs elsewhere only in number 4. Number 2 has various examples in which the trill follows a non-nasal
consonant and is not word initial, and the tap is not word final or preceded by vowels.

→ [ð]/ elsewhere
/ɡ/ → [ɡ]/ #__
→ [ɡ]/ C[nasal] __
→ [ɣ]/ elsewhere
/r/ → [r̄ ]/ #__
→ [r̄ ]/ C[nasal] __
→ [r̄ ]/ C[lateral] __
→ [ɾ]/ __#
→ [ɾ]/ V__
→ [ɾ]/ C[glide] __
It is evident that there are some similarities in the distribution of the voiced stops and
fricatives and the rhotics. These similarities being that the voiced stops and the trill all occur
word initially, follow nasal consonants, and, in the case of [ð] and the trill, follow lateral
consonants. However, there are a few differences between the two. The most obvious from
looking at the data set is that there are more distinct environments in which the tap and trill occur
as opposed to the voiced stops and fricatives. While it could be said that the trill occurs in the
environments listed and the tap occurs elsewhere, there are a few other cases to take into
account. For example, in number 2d, the trill occurs after a tap. It could be said that this is
because it follows a stress, but in 2a the tap follows a stress. This shows evidence that there are
various other cases to take into account when looking at the tap and trill, unlike with the voiced
stops and fricatives where there are only three conditions to determine which sound is produced.
Another significant difference is that the voiced stops and fricatives are in complete
complementary distribution, meaning that they never occur in the same environment
(Complementary Distribution, 2003). While this is mainly true in the case of the rhotics, there
are some instances where they are not.5

5) a. [ˈper̄ o] - perro → ‘dog’
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The following examples and their translations come from the handout Spanish Rhotics (Taps and Trills)

b. [ˈpeɾo] - pero → ‘but’
c. [ˈkar̄ o] - carro → ‘car’
d. [ˈkaɾo] - caro → ‘expensive’

In these examples, the tap and trill occur in the exact same environment. Semantics and
orthography play a role in this overlap, but this would never happen with the voiced stops and
fricatives because, as aforementioned, they are in complete complementary distribution.

Prompt 2
The handout Hiatus Resolution explains that hiatus is when two vowels are placed next to
each other; there are various ways to resolve, or avoid, hiatus in many languages (McIntosh,
2018). There are various hiatuses in the standard variety of Spanish that depend on not only the
order of the vowels in it, but the stress that comes before them. However in Southern Texas
Chicano Spanish, there are quite a few differences in hiatus resolution that The following data
set and all following examples are taken from the handout Hiatus Resolution.

Expected

Actual (Standard)

Actual (STCS)

Orthography

1. lo ˈoðjo

[lo ˈoðjo]

[ˈloðjo]

lo odio

2. le ˈeʧas

[le ˈeʧas]

[ˈleʧas]

le hechas

3. mi ˈixa

[mi ˈixa]

[ˈmixa]

mi hija

4. t̠ u uniˈfoɾme

[t̠ u uniˈfoɾme]

[t̠ uniˈfoɾme]

tu uniforme

5. ˌeɾa aˈsi

[ˌeɾa aˈsi]

[ˌeɾaˈsi]

era así

This data set shows that identical contiguous vowels are maintained, the sequences of [oˈo],
[eˈe], [iˈi], [u u], and [a a] stay the same. In STCS, when there is an identical contiguous vowel
pair, they fall together to form one vowel.6 When the vowels in the hiatuses are different, stress
becomes more of a factor in the standard variety of Spanish and the differences between standard
Spanish and STCS become more obvious.
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These descriptions of the data set was taken from the handout Hiatus Resolution Description

6. mi ˈul̪ t̪ ima

[ˈmjul̪ t̪ ima]

[ˈmjul̪ t̪ ima]

mi última

7. t̠ u ˈixo

[ˈt̠ wixo]

[ˈt̠ wixo]

tu hijo

8. mi ˈeβɾa

[ˈmjeβɾa]

[ˈmjeβɾa]

mi hebra

9. t̠ u ˈepoka

[ˈt̠ wepoka]

[ˈt̠ wepoka]

tu época

10. mi ˈoβɾa

[ˈmjoβɾa]

[ˈmjoβɾa]

mi obra

11. su oˈɣaɾ

[swoˈɣaɾ]

[swoˈɣaɾ]

su hogar

12. mi ˈaɾβol

[ˈmjaɾβol]

[ˈmjaɾβol]

mi árbol

13. ˌt̠ eŋɡo ˈipo

[ˌt̠ eŋɡo ˈipo]

[ˌt̠ eŋˈɡwipo]

tengo hipo

14. ˌbale ˈoʧo

[ˌbale ˈoʧo]

[ˌbaˈljoʧo]

vale ocho

15. ˌkomo ˈeβa

[ˌkomo ˈeβa]

[ˌkoˈmweβa]

como Eva

16.ˌpoɾke aˈβeses [ˌpoɾke aˈβeses]

[ˌpoɾkjaˈβeses]

porque aveces

17. lo ˈaβla

[lo ˈaβla]

[ˈlwaβla]

lo habla

18. me ˈuɾxe

[me ˈuɾxe]

[ˈmjuɾxe]

me urge

19. t̠ u ˈalma

[ˈt̠ walma]

[ˈt̠ walma]

tu alma

This data set is used to show that, in STCS, the first non-identical contiguous vowel is
made into a glide (there are some exceptions that are explained below)7. In this case, when the
first vowel is a front vowel, it becomes [j], and the second vowel stays the same. This is shown
in examples 6 (iˈu → ju), 8 (iˈe → je), 10 (iˈo → jo), 12 (iˈa → ja), 14 (eˈo → jo), 16 (e a → ja),
and 18 (eˈu → ju). In addition when the first vowel is a back vowel, it becomes [w], and the
second vowel still stays the same. This is exemplified in examples 7 (uˈi → wi), 9 (uˈe → we),
11 (u o → wo), 13 (oˈi → wi), 15 (oˈe → we), 17 (oˈa → wa), 19 (uˈa → wa). The rules for the
standard variety of Spanish are a bit more complicated when it comes to making vowels into
glides. The same rules that apply to STCS apply to the standard variety, but only when the first
vowel is a high vowel. This is shown in examples 6 (iˈu → ju), 7 (uˈi → wi), 8 (iˈe → je), 9 (uˈe
→ we), 10 (iˈo → jo), 11 (u o → wo), 12 (iˈa → ja), and 19 (uˈa → wa). When the first vowel is
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See Footnote 1 for citation on this description

a mid vowel, both vowels are maintained. This is shown in examples 13 (oˈi → oˈi), 14 (eˈo →
eˈo), 15 (oˈe → oˈe), 16 (e a → e a), 17 (oˈa → oˈa), 18 (eˈu → eˈu).
As aforementioned, there are a few exceptions to the glide rule in STCS, namely the <ei>
and <ou>.
Expected

Actual (Standard)

Actual (STCS)

Orthography

20. se ˈiŋka

[se ˈiŋka]

[ˈsiŋka]

se hinca

[ˌkomuˈβit̠ as]

como uvitas

21.ˌkomo uˈβit̠ as [ˌkomo uˈβit̠ as]

In STCS, when the hiatus is <ou> or <ei>, the first vowel is dropped and or shortened
(McIntosh, 2018). This is shown in examples 20 (eˈi → i) and 21 (o u → u). In the standard
variety of Spanish, the regular rule applies and, because <e> and <o> are both mid vowels and
both vowels are maintained. This is shown in examples 20 (eˈi → eˈi) and 21 (o u → o u).

When the first vowel in a hiatus is a low central vowel, i.e. <a>, hiatus resolution
becomes much more complex. This is especially true in the standard variety of Spanish.

22. ˈest̪ a ˈixa

[ˌest̪ a ˈixa]

[ˌesˈt̪ ixa]

esta hija

23. la iɣlesja

[lajˈɣlesja]

[liˈɣlesja]

la iglesia

24. la ˈul̪ t̪ ima

[la ˈul̪ t̪ ima]

[ˈlul̪ t̪ ima]

la última

25. ˌkasa uˈmil̠ d̠e [ˌkasawˈmil̠ d̠e]

[ˌkasuˈmil̠ d̠e]

casa humilde

26. ˌpaɣa eˈβit̪ a [ˌpaɣa eˈβit̪ a]

[ˌpaɣeˈβit̪ a]

paga Evita

27.ˌniɲa oɾɣuˈjosa [ˌniɲa oɾɣuˈjosa]

[ˌniɲoɾɣuˈjosa]

niña orgullosa

In STCS, when the first vowel is a low central vowel it is dropped (McIntosh, 2018). This
is exemplified in examples 22, 23 (aˈi → i), 24, 25 (aˈu → u), 26 (a e → e), and 27 (a o → o). In
the standard variety of Spanish, when the first vowel is low central (<a>) and the second is high
(i.e. <i> and <u>) and stressed, the stress and both vowels are maintained in the hiatus. This is
exemplified in examples 22 (aˈi → aˈi) and 24 (aˈu → aˈu). However, when the first vowel is
<a> and the second vowel is high and unstressed, the second vowel becomes a glide and a stress

is added after the glide if no stress is already present after the second vowel. This is shown in
examples 23 (a i → ajˈ) and 25 (a uˈ → awˈ). When the first vowel is <a> and the second vowel
is mid (i.e. <e> and <o>), both vowels are maintained. This is shown in examples 26 (a e → a e)
and 27 (a o → ao). Since there are no examples in this data set of the second vowel being mid
and stressed after <a> in STCS or the standard variety, it cannot be determined whether or not
there is any distinct hiatus resolution in this situation.

